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NEW
DIRECTIONS

INTERIORS THAT SET THE STYLE STANDARD FOR 2018

TAKE IT TO
THE MAX

Decorating goes
big and bold

RECALL: 31/1/2018

CREATIVE
CLOAKROOMS

COOL FOR KIDS
DESIGN IDEAS FOR
JUNIOR SPACES

Have fun with
the smallest room
in the house

STYLE INSPIRATION

SHOP FOR

The elegance
of watercolour

Beautiful beds, brass taps
and modern table lights

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Designers Guild’s
pastel-hued Saraille wallpaper, £224 a roll,
means that loft-style living needn’t be dark and
gloomy in the London home of shoe designer
Cleo Barbour; layers of colour form Zoffany’s
Water Iris linen in Indigo/Sky, £78m, Style
Library; a striking wall covering fuses inky, watery
shades in the Hôtel National des Arts et Métiers
restaurant in Paris; step into puddles of vivid
colour on these Coffee Watercolour hexagon
tiles in pink, £59sq m, Atrafloor; interiors’
superforce Kelly Wearstler retains the retro
character of this former Forties warehouse with
a diner-style kitchen with punchy pink artwork;
wear your art on your sleeve with Oliver Bonas’s
Inky Leaf scarf, £28; stylist Claudia Bryant rocks
the brush-stroke effect on this Livingetc shoot,
teaming ink-jet printed fabric with water-washed
wallpaper – curtain in Acquerello linen in Forest,
£102m, Dominique Kieffer at Rubelli; and Vigor
wallpaper in Sand, £119 a roll, Aoi Yoshizawa at
Feathr; and a beautiful watercolour effect that
changes in the light makes the Minerva rug,
£950, Cox & Cox, a true conversation piece.

PHOTOGRAPHY (PAINTERLY MARKS SHOOT) CHRIS EVERARD;
(KNIGHTSBRIDGE HOTEL) SIMON BROWN

STY LE⁄story
#WATERCOLOUR
Painterly strokes and pastel-hued prints earn
serious design points in these dreamy spaces
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PHOTOGRAPHY (DESIGNERS GUILD) PAUL MASSEY; (HÔTEL
NATIONAL DES ARTS ET MÉTIERS) JÉRÔME GALLAND; (PINK
ARTWORK) KELLY WEARSTLER; (CLAUDIA BRYANT) PAUL RAESIDE

WORDS AND RESEARCH ⁄ Maudie Manton

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Wall&Deco
specialises in waterproof bathroom art – including
this Niveum wet system wallpaper, £156sq m,
West One Bathrooms; a not-so-little fishy swims
among inky blue blots on this NLXL Addiction
mural by Italian stalwart Paola Navone, £125,
Beut; consult New York-based photographer and
designer Martyn Thompson Studio for interior art
with a painterly edge – sofa in Splotch cotton,
around £297m; Bluebellgray’s Medina FN007
linen, £80m, takes its inspo from Marrakech; the
Delphine rug by Esti at Top Floor reinterprets a
watercolour painting by designer Rebecca James
Studio, from £1,152sq m; stylist Hannah Franklin
sets a panel of sea-like waves against cloudy skies
on the Livingetc Painterly Marks shoot – panel in
Baltic Sea wallpaper, £89 a roll, Teija Vartiainen
at Feathr; and wall in Innocence Nuage wallpaper
in Gris, £56.50 a roll, Casa Deco at 118wallpaper.
co.uk; Kit Kemp brings her inimitable eye to the
bedrooms of London’s Knightsbridge Hotel; and
Japanese design studio Nendo chooses painterly
pastels for its packaging for organic cosmetics
brand Naturaglacé.
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT Big plans for 2018?
Write them down in luxury stationer Katie
Leamon’s marbled notebook, £12.50; get lost in
the clouds as you sit among a dreamy backdrop
of summer skies – Cielo wallpaper in Sky, £224
a roll, Designers Guild; Fashion designer John
Rocha ensures bedrooms are well dressed in his
range for Debenhams – watercolour Iris duvet,
from £45; and standard pillowcases, £20 each; a
collab between Rococo Chocolates and Jigsaw
sees the chocolatier’s iconic packaging on pjs,
washbags and coin wallets, which all come with
a 70g choccie bar inside, from £29; Spanish
accessories designer Wouf brings a swirl of style
to the humble cosmetics case, £32, Amara;
inkblot images magnified to the max give serious
wow-factor to Timorous Beasties’s Kaleido Splatt
wallpaper panels, £300 each; ease your way into
the look with artwork by Copenhagen designers
All the Way to Paris – Moon Phases print, £55,
Dowse at Trouva; and find the handmade porcelain
of North Carolina-based ceramicist Lindsay
Emery of Suite One Studio at Anthropologie
– plates, from £12 each; and bowls, from £16 each.

PHOTOGRAPHY (DESIGNERS GUILD) KATYA DE GRUNWALD;
(TIMOROUS BEASTIES) PAUL RAESIDE

PHOTOGRAPHY (GRAFFITI SHOOT) PAUL RAESIDE;
(DIP-DYE TABLECLOTH) EMMA LEE; (ELIZABETH
BAUDOUIN) MATTHEW WILLIAMS

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Bring street cred to
bathrooms with graffiti streaks and distressed
walls, as rocked on this Livingetc shoot – Corneille
PDG718/01 wallpaper in Fuchsia, £260 a roll,
Designers Guild; Belgian talent Cédric Charlier sits
watercolour basics with asymmetric tailoring and
sequin-encrusted jumpers in his spring/summer
2018 range – find his designs at Net-a-Porter;
update a tabletop with a dip-dyed tablecloth
– white Irish linen, £14.80m, John England; filling
an expansive, white wall was never going to be an
issue for Elizabeth Baudouin of NES Creative –
her Tribeca loft apartment features an ink mural
wallpaper by New York interiors specialist Brett
Design; wear the trend with Anthropologie’s
fringe earrings, £78; feature walls aren’t passé if
you opt for this Watercolour Lake wall mural,
£36sq m, Murals Wallpaper; a dappled design
makes Graham and Green’s Palma Cool Mornings
cushion, £19.50, a beautiful creation; and soft
brush-strokes and an aqua palette take centre
stage in Marks & Spencer’s spring/summer 2018
campaign – table runner, £25; Abstract cushion
cover, £15; and Crescent cushion cover, £19.50.
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